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**Synopsis**

In Examples and Explanations: Remedies, Richard L. Hasen clearly and methodically explains the policies and rules of remedies, using examples to show how lawyers and judges apply the rules and formulate solutions in legal disputes. Through the Examples and Explanations pedagogy, students can then practice applying the rules themselves as they come up with viable solutions for a variety of realistic fact patterns. Demystifying Remedies with the proven-effective Examples and Explanations pedagogy, this concise study guide features: - A student-friendly writing style, plus examples, charts, and illustrations topical coverage to complement most remedies courses, with damages, injunctions, and restitution, as well as declaratory judgments, punitive damages, and remedial defenses stand-alone chapters that can be studied in any order; - Clear instruction and visual aids that show students how to do the math to compute compensatory damages, present value, and constructive trusts; - Longer essay questions in the final chapter test students’ mastery of the subject and provide tips for crafting a remedies exam essay; - Discussion of major remedies cases, such as Hadley v. Baxendale, Walker v. City of Birmingham, and Sullivan v. O Connor; - Analyses of remedies issues under Article 2 of the UCC and the common law. New to the Second Edition: - Detailed treatment of newly-added provisions of the draft Restatement of the Law Third, Restitution and Unjust Enrichment; - The eBay standard for permanent injunctions, and how it has been considered by lower courts and commentators; - Updates on statutes of limitations issues in light of the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009; - Discussion of the recent Supreme Court Exxon Shipping and Phillip Morris cases on punitive damages.
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Professor Hasen is an expert in the Remedies field and I highly recommend this book with any remedies class. This book is also extremely helpful if you need a Remedies treatise to supplement your bar exam studies. It covers all of the bar exam topics in a more simple, but better approach. The section on how to take a Remedies test alone made this book a great buy.

Made some of the more difficult remedies concepts much easier to comprehend (read: equitable subrogation and constructive trusts). I don’t think I would have done nearly as well on my final had it not been for this book clearing up some of the muddiness that my professor brought to the class.

it helps alot

My remedies class was incredibly esoteric and philosophical, but the exam was not. This remedies E&E was great in breaking down everything, explaining the black letter law as well as the different policy reasons behind the law. Examples were good, too.

I have used E&E for just about every class in my law school career. I love the series and have really appreciated the application of the law to different hypos. This book is written in an easy to understand fashion and for the most part breaks down some complicated subjects into common language. All in all, it’s a great book and it helped me study for my Remedies class.

Great book! Simple straight forward reading that ties important remedial concepts to examples and builds on them, through out book.

ENGLISH: As you know, we in L.A. base our law in the Roman system. For that reason, it is sometimes difficult for me to explain to an American client our compensation and damages. As a lawyer who has not studied in USA, the book has been very helpful in understanding the differences in the two systems and avoid confusing opinions. Another thing: the English used is quite clear, for that reason can be understood very well without being an expert English speaker. I've order other books in the series.

ESPAÑOL: Como ustedes saben, en L.A. basamos nuestro derecho en el sistema Romano. Por esa razón, es dificil para mi explicar a un cliente americano nuestro sistema de compensaciones y de
daños. Como un abogado que no ha estudiado en USA, el libro ha sido muy útil para entender las diferencias en ambos sistemas y evitar opiniones confusas. Otra cosa: el inglés usado es bastante claro, por eso puedo comprenderse muy bien sin ser un experto angloparlante. Ya he pedido otros libros de la colección. Advertencia: Se supone que usted conoce los detalles legales de su propio país, porque el libro solo se basa en el sistema americano.

I teach Remedies. I used to be a fan of Gilbert’s law summaries. Now I’m a fan of Examples and Explanations. Gilbert’s has gotten too long, too complex, and does too little summarizing. No study aid is a substitute for the classroom. However, E & E can help pave the way to better understanding.
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